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Asante Gold has varied portfolio of near-term
production and blue-sky exploration

Price:

C$0.05

Market Cap:

Asante Gold Corp (CVE:ASE) completed a C$1.25 mln fundraising early in
January 2017, ahead of a larger C$19.5 mln financing package which has been
put back to February while the government of Ghana shuffles the decks at
various ministries, including the ministry of mines.

C$2.86M

1 Year Share Price Graph

The plan is to spend the C$1.25 mln mainly on exploration on its Ghana
properties. A 1,200 metre drilling programme commenced at the company's
Keyhole Option in mid-January.
But the main event will be the commencement of construction at the Kubi gold
mine, which is slated for the next few months, once the financing has closed.
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Joint venture deal provides solid support for mine development

The C$19.5 mln proposed 50:50 joint venture with BXC Company Ghana
should be able to complete an exploration decline within a 12-to-18 month
timeline once construction begins, while resource definition drilling, final mine
planning, permitting and surface works takes place.
Once the joint venture deal completes, BXC will own a 30% stake in Asante,
and will be able to help with further funding needs, if required. An example of
this is already evident in the raise carried out early in January, so clearly this is
a strong relationship.
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Company Synopsis:
Asante
Gold
Corporation
(CSE:ASE/FRANKFURT:1A9)
is
a
Vancouver, Canada based gold exploration
company. Our current focus is Ghana, West
Africa where we have announced the
purchase of 100% of the Kubi Mining
Lease,
pending
final
closing
and
governmental
approvals.
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Kubi located in prolific area
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Kubi is located in close proximity to the world-famous Obuasi mine, which has
produced over 66 mln ounces of gold in its time. At the moment, Kubi isn't quite
reaching to those heights but it's high grade and open at depth. Initial mining
targets will focus on areas grading higher than 8 grams per tonne gold, as
already identified.

Other exploration properties provide additional upside
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In addition to the Keyhole Option property currently being drilled, Asante also has the Betanase property which it
acquired under option from Perseus (ASX:PRU). Betenase covers 12 square kilometres of ground northeast of Kubi
and already boasts a small resource. The company also holds the Fahiakoba project, which lies on major structural
trends between Perseus's Edikan mine and Obuasi.

2017 will be a spectacular year, according to Doug MacQuarrie
"I think 2017 is going to be a spectacular year," says chief executive Doug MacQuarrie. "There's going to be huge
volatility in foreign exchange markets and in world trade precipitate by Mr Trump and this should fuel the next bull
market in gold. We're looking forward to a strong gold market and building a new mine at Kubi. We've only got about 12
months till cash flow from that comes in."
And there could be other activity on the cards too. "The change in government is a huge plus in Ghana," continues
MacQuarrie. A lot of exploration money went to surrounding companies like Cote D'Ivoire and Burkina Faso. I think this
will be a huge change of direction with Ghana getting back on the West African radar and we have an advantage
because we're already on the ground."
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No investment advice
The information on this Site is of a general nature only. It does not take your specific needs or circumstances into consideration, so you should look at your
own financial position, objectives and requirements and seek financial advice before making any financial decisions. You acknowledge and understand that
neither the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally about the nature, potential value or
suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter. You should read our FSG and any other relevant
disclosure documents and if necessary seek persona advice prior to making any investment decision.
You understand and agree that no Content (as defined below) published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of
securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person.
You understand that in certain circumstances the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates may have received, or be
entitled to receive, financial or other consideration in connection with promoting, and providing information about, certain entities on the Site and in
communications otherwise provided to you.
You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither
such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be
complete or accurate. From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references
may be selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously
published information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
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